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Forming faculty-learner teams by partnering with 
Family Physicians Inquiries Network 
for research & scholarship projects



Learning Objectives
This presentation will explain how FPIN membership provides faculty and 
learner partnership opportunities in the realm of research & scholarship:

1. Plug n’ play “PURLs Journal Club” – a FREE resource for ALL family medicine 
residency programs beginning in 2022

2. Scholarly writing projects that are published in American Family Physician, 
The Journal of Family Practice, and Evidence-Based Medicine



What is 
FPIN?



Who Does FPIN Serve?    
• Over 160 University & Community-based Residencies 

How Does FPIN Do It?
• Supporting Publication Projects
• Providing workshops onsite at our member residency programs
• On-line learning modules
• Journal Clubs
• Promoting mentoring programs among faculty and trainees
• Developing a culture of scholarly leadership 



Vision
“FPIN envisions a primary care workforce that 
thinks critically, communicates expertly, and 
utilizes the best current evidence to improve 
the health of patients.”

Mission
“"FPIN provides quality education and 
professional development for primary care 
clinicians to practice evidence-based medicine 
and produce scholarship.”

Who is FPIN?



Core Values

We value… Answering the most important 
questions in primary care with the best and 
most current evidence.

We value… Caring for our community members 
with the respect and contributing to their 
professional growth.

We value… Service that is so remarkable and 
rare that people can’t help but talk about us.

Who is FPIN?



Why Should 
You Join?

RRC requires scholarship for Residents 
and Faculty 

Strengthen the adaptive learning 
process and critical appraisal skills

Create partnering mentorship & joint 
publication opportunities between 
faculty and residents

The first level of membership is now free 
so all it takes is a commitment to learn!



Fulfilling RRC Requirements for Residents
RRC Requirements:

Someone must lead the following

1. Every resident must complete two scholarly projects
2. “The program must provide a regularly scheduled forum for 

residents to explore and analyze evidence pertinent to the 
practice of family medicine.”



Residents need

Background 
knowledge

Build EBM knowledge and skills
Use projects to build on existing 
knowledge

Structure
Preparation, deadlines, 
identifiable goals

Time

Energy/interest from faculty



Fulfilling RRC Requirements for Faculty
Faculty must…

1. Encourage and support residents in scholarly activities

2. Some should also demonstrate scholarship through peer-reviewed 
funding, publications, presentations, and participation in national 
committees or organizations

3. Participate in faculty development programs designed to enhance 
the effectiveness of their teaching, administration, leadership, 
scholarship



PURLs Journal Club 
Utilizes published PURL articles in a toolkit format 
for use in a formal Journal Club setting 
Is a teaching tool that provides a structured 
method for helping faculty (even those who may 
not be comfortable with bio-statistics or evidence-
based medicine concepts) prepare for the journal 
club

Provides:
Article selection
Speaker Notes/Structure 
EBM Guide

Overcomes:
Faculty Prep Time
Lack of EBM Skills
Confidence with Stats



Journal Club Goals

Learn about new 
evidence that may 
change our practice

1
Learn about new 
evidence that 
influence clinical 
decisions

2
Provide a healthy, 
group learning 
environment

3
Continue to refine 
information mastery 
skills
• Repeat exposure of EBM 

concepts over 3 years
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FPIN’s PURLs JC provides structure to 
Critical Appraisal

PICO Relevance Validity LoE

Synthesis Application Strengths & 
Weaknesses



PURLs Journal Club 
Plug & play comprehensive monthly toolkit available through FPIN Institute including:

§ Journal Club Instructions
§ Speaker Notes including teaching points
§ Journal Club participant worksheet
§ Completed review form for reference
§ Published PURL & primary literature
§ Adapted from our PURLS writing project which will be discussed later

Ideal for programs looking for a structured approach to journal clubs with limited 
faculty skill or time.

•“BASIC” Journal Club is FREE to all residency programs and includes a monthly toolkit



EBM Skills in Motion
FPIN Scholarly Writing Opportunities
§GEMs
§HelpDesk Answers
§Clinical Inquiries
§PURLs

*FPIN membership packages include writing privileges based on program size
*Fees range between $2000-12,000/year
*“PREMIERE”  Journal Club is $750/year and includes a complimentary 
subscription to FPIN’s journal, Evidence-Based Practice, an archive of every 
PURLs Journal Club tool-kit, and a database of teaching points.



FPIN solution for RTT programs
§ Core faculty may lack experience with critical appraisal or writing for 

publication—FPIN editors ensure you are doing it right and will be successful.
§ Smaller/cohesive groups of residents function well as author teams
§ Build skills over time—faculty development
§ “Plug & Play” means you can focus on other aspects of residency curriculum!
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Bothwell-University of Missouri Rural FM 
Residency Program
Our Scholarship Plan:
§Urban program is an FPIN member—in fact, FPIN was founded at Mizzou! 

Bothwell will add their own membership. 
§Residents and Academic Medicine Fellows write HDAs and PURLs at Mizzou
§RTT Associate PD will be the FPIN Champion at the new program
§ Already written 2 HDAs 
§ FPIN Institute Physician Numeracy program to refresh EBM skills
§ Plug & Play PURLs Journal Clubs
§ GEMs program at the rural site with possible progression to HDAs over time
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GEMS
GOOD EVIDENCE MATTERS
FPIN Scholarly Writing Opportunities
• Summary of a single research article, preferably a systematic review/meta-

analysis, RCT, or cohort trial
• Using GEM Table worksheet

• Ideal writing project for residents or less experienced faculty
• Building block for other scholarly projects
• Teaches residents how to evaluate and apply evidence
• Average publication timeline of 5-7 months
• Disseminated as a “GEM of the Week” 



GEM TABLE



GEMS OF THE
WEEK



Questions?
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HDAs
Help Desk Answers
§Brief, structured evidence-based answers to clinical questions

§Best for faculty or faculty/resident teams

§Succinct, structured summary of 2-5 high quality studies

§Guidance provided by an assigned Deputy Editor

§Published in Evidence-Based Practice and American Family Medicine

§Can be finalized within an academic year



CLINICAL INQUIRIES
Summary of the best evidence from a formal systematic literature search 

§CI’s are peer-reviewed, MEDLINE indexed and published in 
The Journal of Family Practice or American Family Physician. 

§Utilizes evidence from 8-10 studies

§CI’s require an approved Corresponding Author & FPIN Librarian

§Average publication time is currently within an academic year

§Published in Family Practice & American Family Physician



PURLS
Priority Updates from the Research Literature

• Potentially practice-changing articles 
nominated by faculty team

• Critical appraisal of a single study (a “PURL 
Jam”) conducted at a residency program

• Lead authors are faculty or fellows
• Published in MEDLINE & Evidence Based 

Practice
• Timeline for publication is within 6 months
• Must meet criteria in guidelines set for 

outstanding, practice-changing research



Where is FPIN content Published? 

.

And, the GEMs of the Week newsletter…



To Learn More…                

Email us at: membership@fpin.org to schedule a time to chat by phone 
or meet in-person at the annual STFM conference in Indianapolis

Visit us at www.fpin.org

mailto:membership@fpin.org
http://www.fpin.org/

